Bekijk de webversie

Mandali, local products and
more...

Hello {{voornaam}},
In this Mandali Mail you will read information about our
Mandali store in Kournas, I will tell you news about
Crete, about the village of Kournas and much more.
you will read about:
* high season in quiet Crete
* how are things in Kournas
* the cave of Kournas
* assortment Mandali
* order local products from Mandali
* news about our 4 donkeys
I hope you enjoy reading it.

High season on Kreta
Finally… the first tourists are in Crete! First with a few planes a day and only landing at
Heraklion airport. But now Chania Airport is also open and the planes fly from early in the
morning until late at night. Not all planes are full, but tourists from different European
countries come and go every day. Especially Germans, Poland, Czech Republic, French,
Dutch, Austrians, Israelis, Danes and English have come to Crete for a relaxing holiday.
mask
Since this week it is mandatory to wear a mask in all shops and public buildings. In the
beginning, we saw people without a mask, but now everyone knows and it is clear: just wear
your mask everywhere in a building.
quiet
It is still very quiet on the island, about 30% of the normal number of tourists is now on
holiday in Crete. Most of the people I spoke to enjoy it to the fullest: it is so beautiful
everywhere, it is so quiet, you can take pictures without other people on it, it is quiet on the
roads without the many coaches and rental cars, on the beach you will find easily a bed with
umbrella and sometimes you are the only one on a beach.
On the other hand, tourists also find it very sad that it is a very bad year for all people
working in tourism.
The highlights of Crete, such as Elafonissi and Balos are sometimes very busy, but in the
cities of Chania and Rethymnon it is still very quiet.
warm welcome
You will be greeted as warmly as ever in Crete, but the hugs and thick kisses will be missed
this year. This is very difficult for many Cretans. They are so eager to touch and hug you
when they see you again.
We hope that through all measures we can keep the number of infections in Crete low, so
that the island can receive guests all summer.

how are things Kournas?
The first tourists also arrived in Kournas. Several holiday homes are rented and passersby also regularly stop in the village to have a drink or something to eat or to visit Mandali.
It is noticeable that more people are discovering the interior of Crete with a car.
With the help of the internet, people are looking specifically for smaller villages, far away
from the crowds (although that is not so bad now).
The taverns Kournas are now open every day and on some days it is pleasantly busy. It is
also much quieter here in the village as usual in July, also about 75% fewer visitors.
But the people who visit Kournas leave very satisfied: they have eaten or drunk
deliciously, they have enjoyed the typical village atmosphere or they have made healthy,
tasty or fun purchases. We have even seen some people here in the village more than
once.

In Dutch the expression exists: "there is no chicken on the
road". This means it is very quiet.
Well, it was so quiet in Kournas, there was only 1 chicken
on the street. She came to take a look at the store, but
buying ... oh no!!!

The cave of Kournas
Almost every week, tourists stop in the village and ask us where to find the cave of
Kournas. Unfortunately, we have to disappoint everyone, because the cave has been
closed for over 8 years.
During the winter period, I asked several organizations to change their information about
the cave and to tell their customers that it is no longer possible to visit the cave.
A visit to the cave was also not without danger: you had to descend via a steep ladder
and there was no light. We hope that the municipality of Apokoronas will find a budget to
make the cave more accessible and that it can be visited again.
Some villagers have been there and told us it is very beautiful. Several pictures of the
cave can also be found on the internet. You can find information about the cave and the
photos HERE.

In the village square of Kournas, there are 2 trash cans
that are usually emptied by the municipality. The centre of
Kournas was also swept and cleaned up by people from
the municipal cleaning.
But this happened very irregularly last year, so Kostas
from the supermarket and I were often sweeping and
cleaning up.
This year too, the bins were regularly overcrowded and the dirt was spread over the
square. So I grabbed the broom again and made the square a bit tidy again. I also had
plenty of time for it.
I sent the photo of the overflowing trash cans to the municipality and Arno put this photo
of me (cleaning the square) on the Facebook page of the municipality.
The result was great: Every week 2 men come to empty the bins and sweep the square!!!

Mandali
It is also much quieter in our store than in previous years, but we enjoy everyone who
comes to us.
At the door are disinfectants and gloves and just like always you can also taste many
products. It's a bit difficult with a mask. So I take the stuff outside and we have a party at
the “story table”.
waterbreak
After the walk, Arno and the walkers and donkeys stop by the shop for a “water drink
stop”. After this, the donkeys go to the valley, where they can rest and eat on a piece of
land. Not much grows anymore, but they don't need that much either.
wine
Last year we only had red wine from Stelios, but this year we also have a nice semi-dry
white wine. And with a temperature of over 40 degrees at the moment, a chilled white
wine is delicious.
The local artist Kate has also brought new articles: special bookmarks and unique clocks.
essential oils and hydrolats
The range of essential oils and hydrolats has also been expanded. Mandali now has the
following essential oil scents: lavender, thyme, Greek sage, bay laurel, Cretan rose,
chaste tree, myrrh, oregano, peppermint, thyme, cypress and lentisk. The hydrolats in our
range are: immortelle, rose, Cretan rose, Greek sage, bay laurel, clary sage, lavender,
thyme, myrrh and chaste tree.
herbs
I have now picked the last oregano and it is still drying. The new bay leaf and rosemary
are also almost dry and can probably be stored in bags next week.
One of the young people from the village gave us lavender leaves. He had ploughed a
piece of land and thought it was a shame to throw the lavender away and brought it to us.
It is drying in the store and it smells nice !!!
We have several hiking books in the shop from the series “Discover… on foot” and one of
the latest is the German translation of the longer hikes in the Apokoronas: “10 längere
Wanderungen in Apokoronas”.

Ordering local products from Mandali
The ordered packages were all delivered in July. There were many and we had to
organize it in a very short time, but we succeeded.
A few things went wrong, but we found a solution for this with the help of our customers.
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation!
If all goes well, Peter will return to Crete in September and he will have plenty of space on
his bus for orders.
As soon as I know the date, you will receive a newsletter with the order list.

news about the donkeys
Our donkeys were so happy with the first walkers !!! Finally different faces and even more
hugs. Finally trying again to eat somewhere longer! Despite the high temperature, we had
walkers almost every day. We now only book 1 group or family per walk, so it is also fully
booked quickly.
donkeymilk
Our youngest donkey Zoë is now 16 months old but she still drinks milk from her mother
Cleo, at least twice a day.
Cleo is therefore still very slim. We are not going to force Zoë to stop drinking the
(healthy) milk, so we occasionally give Cleo some extra food.
signs
On the field roads to Kavros and to the Kournaslake, we have hung new signposts (brown
with white letters) with help from the donkeys. The route is now easy to see again. The old
orange signs were very faded and several were missing or broken.
Now we have to repaint the blue and red dots in the backyard and then nobody has to get
lost.
happy
I hardly dare to write it, but lately, the ladies didn’t escape. We probably have everything
closed better now, or the donkeys have realized that they are happy with their “night field”. It
is now very arid and dry there and little green is growing. The donkeys always find a little
green to eat, or a few branches to nibble on.
menu
They get straw in the morning and in the evening and alternately some grape leaves or
mulberry leaves, peel of the watermelon, a few pears, orange peel, dry bread and whatever
else we find for them.
During the day they are on different plots in and around the village where there is still enough
grass and wild vegetables. The grass is now almost dry, but the donkeys like it even better
than the green grass. And dry food is also better for their digestion.
training
On the days without a walk, the donkeys still get their training: walk neatly next to us, walk
over a tarp, walk past waving, rustling tarp, etc. They really enjoy doing this. Also because
they receive personal attention.
Azilakas
Last week we walked with the donkeys to the “Azilakas”, the walking path in the backyard of
Kournas. We wanted to see if they could cross the river. This was no problem at all.
Zoë, the youngest, even led the way: "I've never been here, but I think I like it". Cleo didn't
like it as her child just ran into a strange forest in front of the herd.
Soon we will try to walk the whole “Azilakas” with the donkeys.

Latest news
The donkeys are going to participate in a television recording of the German RTL. They are
invited to carry picnic gear while walking through Kournas village and they will also be seen
during a picnic in a beautiful spot in the mountains near Kournas.
We are quite proud that they asked our donkeys for that and that they like the village of
Kournas more for the recordings than the Kournas Lake (which was their original plan).
Of course you will read all about this event in the next newsletter and I will try to take some
pictures.

donkeyday
At the end of the year, Arno will
9hopefully) have his 2nd hip surgery
and then I will take care of the
donkeys again for a few weeks. To
make this easy, we have created a
"donkey day".
On Saturday Arno is in the shop and
I take over Arno's donkey duties. I
give them food, brush and care for
them, train with them and walk in the
area with them, etc.
A few weeks ago I figured out that
we could take some Selfies. And the
donkeys liked it so much.
Especially Zoë loved it. You can see
it in the photo.

Mandali Mail
Welcome to the new readers of our Mandali Mail. Nice to
have you here.
Also take a look at our website with more information
about our shop, the donkeys and about us.
You can also find us on Facebook, Instagram and
YouTube.
I enjoyed sharing the news from Kournas with you again and hope you enjoyed reading
this newsletter.
Do you have family or friends who are also interested in this Mandali newsletter,
Then you can always forward it. They can also register for the next newsletter via the
website.
P.S.I am happy to answer questions about Kournas, the surrounding area and about
Crete in general.
Warm greetings from Kournas and have a nice August.
Arno and Barbara

Facebook

Website

Mandali, local products and more...
Kournas
73007 Apokoronas
Chania, Crete, Greece
tel: 0030-6951337205 + Whatsapp + VIBER

Deze e-mail is verstuurd aan {{email}}. • Als u geen nieuwsbrief meer wilt ontvangen, kunt
u zich hier afmelden. • U kunt ook uw gegevens inzien en wijzigen. • Voor een goede
ontvangst voegt u info@mandali-kournas.com toe aan uw adresboek.

